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Project Description and Background Information

Description

Regular expressions are widely used in a variety of tasks such as text processing, textual data mining, data validation, data scraping and simple parsing [1]. Although there are different implementations of RegEx libraries and applications within different layers such as command line tools (grep[2], sed[3]), scripting languages (Perl[4], Python [5]), common programming languages (java[6], c++[7][8], etc.), few implementations (MySQL[9], PostgreSQL[10], Oracle[11]) exist in data tier(i.e., database layer). However, to our knowledge none of the implementations above take advantage of an index structure, which results in searching and matching operations to be executed on the fly over all input string sequences.

This project aims to develop a regular expression engine which uses an (k-gram) index structure to accelerate operations over large number of documents. A short research reveals similar studies of using indexes [12][13][14], but none of the databases utilized such kind of specialized index for regex queries.

Similar Products/Projects

Beside all other regular expression implementations on the market, the most similar project is Google Code Search [15] project which is implemented in Go Language. It uses trigram indexes to boost its search operations.

Justification of the proposal

Since regex features of databases on the market are provided without proper index mechanisms, queries should run over all of the documents / rows in the database. And this causes slow response time when the database has many numbers of textual data elements. Output of the proposed project should address this handicap using proper index mechanisms and should fasten query response times for regex queries.

Contributions, Innovation and Originality Aspects of the Project

This project will be different from Google Code Search [15] because of its low level implementation. Code Search was implemented in Go Language, therefore multi-threading issues of the implementation is mostly handled using high level structure of the Go Language. But this project should be implemented in low level languages (C / C++) because the outcome is aimed to be utilized by a database directly.

Technical Aspects of the Project

Study should start with research about implementations and proposals of regex engine in literature, both technical and academic aspects should be covered. Survey should include most common approaches (Nondeterministic Finite Automata and Backtracking) with their example implementations and overall algorithmic designs.

Main (tentative) modules of the products shall be:

- Indexing: Deciding on index structure, reading and writing indexes for input streams/strings
- Querying: Conversion of regular expression into queries of AND/OR expressions, applying transformations in order to keep the resulting query simple as possible [14], matching resulting query with index
- Benchmarking: Extensive benchmarking the product with other regex engines in market [16]
Targeted Output, Targeted User/Domain Profile

End-product will be a desktop application or command line tool. It should also be used as a library in other applications.

It should meet POSIX extended standard, but no need to cover non-regular language features like back-references.

Possible users of the output are developers, architects, text analytics, data scientists etc.

Project Development Environment

C++11, Linux.

Python for testing and benchmark.

External Support

We plan to get some consultancy such as know-how, code-reviews, designing suggestions etc. from SAP Turkey’s engineers and our supervisor.
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